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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Age of Convergence
Conventional thinking divides the digital and physical worlds into two distinct and separate realms. But is that  
still true? 

In preparing this report, the persistent and compelling theme that kept surfacing as we identified our security 
predictions for 2017 was that of convergence. The integration of the digital and physical realms has reached a tipping 
point. We see the world transforming itself, blending both the digital and physical into a new and emerging world. 
From a cybersecurity perspective, convergence acknowledges the digital transformation process that is already well 
underway, how it affects us and how we, in turn, affect it. 

Informed by our industry-leading experience in the security space and drawing upon the deep resources of both the 
Forcepoint™ Security Labs and Raytheon, we believe that security professionals are best served by viewing the digital 
and physical worlds as two halves of an integrating whole: although they both may remain different, they are no  
longer separate. 

Our outlook in this report is intended to be as objective as possible, with a perspective defined not only by what we 
include, but also by what we do not. The essential message is that the world emerging before our eyes will challenge 
cybersecurity professionals in ways it never has before.



It’s in this context of convergence that we present Forcepoint’s Security Predictions for 2017:

The order in which we present our security predictions generally falls into two categories: 

Predictions 1-5 are macro events driven by larger forces, such as new developments in foreign policy, demographics, 
trade law, corporate policies and market forces. 

Predictions 6-10 are positioned primarily in the digital realm. Some of our predictions overlap, lead into others or are 
closely related; but we believe that all of them have the potential for changing—and challenging—our world in 2017  
and beyond. 
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01
THE DIGITAL BATTLEFIELD IS 
THE NEW COLD (OR HOT?) WAR 

Under NATO Article 5, the new “Enhanced NATO Policy on Cyber Defense” allows for triggering a kinetic war in response to a 
hacking incident. The policy underscores that the continuing convergence of the cyber world with the real world has reached  
a precipitous level.  In fact, the bridge between hacking and kinetic response has already been built and, at least to some  
degree, crossed:2

“…equating cyberspace with the other domains when talking about defense should mean that there is no longer a fundamental 
difference between them. The core assets of NATO in the other domains are capabilities with which it can defend itself, so now  
NATO should be prepared to develop these in cyberspace as well.”3

NATO isn’t the only military alliance or power to adopt this position. In fact, it’s a response to the military cyber divisions China4 
and Russia5 have had for years, even decades.

Rogue hackers may manipulate scenarios, triggering false flag cyber attacks misattributed to an innocent country.

As more countries are capable of carrying out disruptive or destructive cyber attacks to support political objectives,  
both offensive and defensive cyber operations and weapons strategy in peace and war time will become as important  

as physical weapons during actual conflict.6 

Attribution remains a significant problem, with some cyber attackers state-sponsored and others,  
like ISIS, working independently of any government. Determining what constitutes an act of war  

without being able to assign ultimate responsibility for aggressions will complicate a unified 
international response.7

The rise of the “cyber terrorists” will prove to be a growing problem, and a potential 
target for military operations as enemies as the state.

Cyber Attacks Are Now Seen as Acts of War



Having grown up with the Internet and as early adopters of new technology, millennials bring an inherent openness to 
and trust of technology to the workplace that the retiring baby boomers never did. Now dominating the labor market, 
this first ever “digital generation” will have a significant impact on the workplace and, indeed, is already proving  
to be highly productive and innovative. Millennials’ technological prowess and digital familiarity will certainly  
prove to be advantageous for employers, as millennials actively adopt new technology to improve their efficiency  
and job performance.9

Millennials represent a cultural shift that may prove challenging to workplace cybersecurity policies. They are 
accustomed to sharing their personal information and using their own digital devices, apps, etc. They also tend to have 
an elevated trust of technology and a tendency to embrace new connected devices that too often lack sufficient security 
to protect their data and privacy. Finally, with their multiple social media accounts, millennials present hackers an 
expanded attack surface.10

As millennials increasingly enter and change the cultural norms of the workplace, accidental data breaches may 
become more common.11  Even as employers are adjusting some of their hiring practices and relaxing rules about 
accessing social media to accommodate millennial work habits, they are not addressing the security demands that 
come with those changes. Given their outdated technology and funding issues, federal agencies tend to be further 
behind the security curve than commercial employers. The key is for organizations to get ahead of the millennial 
security curve by adopting technology that puts context around employee behavior to distinguish between harmless  
or accidental behavior and risky or malicious employee activity.

02
MILLENNIALS 
IN THE MACHINE 

Generational Employment Shifts Increase Cybersecurity Risks



03
COMPLIANCE & DATA  
PROTECTION CONVERGENCE 

2017 will be the final full year before the European Union’s (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a legal 
requirement, with enforcement beginning in May of 2018.    

Corporate and social responsibility for protecting personally identifiable information (PII) will converge and 
become a reality for organizations of all sizes. Many organizations will spend 2017 working with technology vendors 
to introduce new or updated technical controls in partnership with their internal teams as they move to dispose of old 
business processes that have no future in today’s trust and privacy-first consumer world.

GDPR demands will drive business costs higher as new data protection controls are applied. Initially, fast data 
will be slowed as the convergence of data flows and analytics are re-examined. “Purpose,” “consent” and 
“authorization” will be common terms used to define current and future business decisions on when and 
how multiple stakeholders across the business and the supply chain use data.  

Risk registers will be reset and the new, true impact of a data breach may be re-examined prior 
to increased sanctions for non-compliance incidents beginning in 2018. The impact likely will 
be felt most by large enterprises that have not prepared in 2017.

Global managed service providers (MSPs) may be forced to increase costs. In-country 
analysts may be required and isolated technology instances will need to be deployed 
in order to separate customer data and ensure that only proper eyes can see it.

Data Protection Harmonization Becomes Law



04
RISE OF THE CORPORATE- 
INCENTIVIZED INSIDER THREAT

Recently, it was revealed that over 5,300 employees of a large bank used customers’ personally identifiable information 
to open more than two million bogus accounts, generating millions of dollars in illegitimate fees to meet sales quotas. 
This is the result of the convergence of economic need for corporations to maximize profits and the opportunity for 
employees to meet sales quotas and keep their jobs by easy access to customer data and disguising their activities.

More cases of corporate-incentivized insider abuse of PII will come to light.12 This may underscore a new definition 
of insider threat, where the organization inappropriately leverages their customers’ data to meet corporate profit 
expectations and other performance goals. It won’t be just from financial or banking institutions, either. The opportunity 
to generate revenue from taking advantage of millions—if not hundreds of millions—of customers’ PII may prove to be 
too tempting for large organizations in other spaces to resist.13

Like the GDPR’s new oversight, protections and access protocols may be proposed at the federal or even 
international level to further restrict both corporate and personal access to digital information, with far reaching 
legal and civil implications. Such proposals may follow in the wake of the Internet’s transfer from American control to 
international governance.14  

Corporate Abuse of PII Expands



05
TECHNOLOGY CONVERGENCE &  
SECURITY CONSOLIDATION 4.0   

Cybersecurity corporations are now buying smaller security vendors, driving M&A consolidations. 

As a result of vendor consolidation, those that are not a part of industry convergence or that aren’t receiving 
additional venture capital will be more likely to exit the industry. We will see the beginnings of “dotbomb 2.0”  
emerge in this ever expanding and over populated industry.

We’ll see more orphaned technologies, where owners stop supporting and upgrading their products, essentially 
abandoning them (also known as “abandonware”), and a temporary slowing of security technology innovation as the 
industry rides wave of consolidation. (See Prediction 10: Abandonware Vulnerability - Cybersecurity’s Achilles Heel? for  
the impact of abandonware vulnerabilities.)

Security training and products focused on increasing security resources could be a next big wave to utilize the 
consolidated cybersecurity products.

The High Impact of Market Forces



06
THE CLOUD AS AN EXPANDING 
ATTACK VECTOR  

As migration to the Cloud rises, several new developments are putting users and data at risk in unintended ways.

The risk of hypervisor hacking may rise. With governments moving to the Cloud, the underlying foundation that runs 
virtual machines there may be increasingly subject to attack. If a hypervisor gets compromised attackers will have full 
control of any and all systems running there. 

Organizations are migrating their already vulnerable environments to the Cloud, relying on it alone to provide 
expanded security reducing their security in the process and will look to hybrid security to protect their data wherever  
it is used or accessed. 

Denial of Service attacks may rise against cloud providers. This will impact business against clients in an untargeted 
fashion, creating threats against businesses. 

The Challenge to Securing Cloud Infrastructure
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VOICE-FIRST PLATFORMS &  
COMMAND SHARING

Replacing traditional computer interaction with voice-activated AI means the ways in which we access the Web, data 
and apps will change. The emergence of voice-activated AI platforms such as Siri, Cortana and Amazon Echo that 
recognize and bond to devices, represents a new level of human and technology convergence. As the line between 
artificial and human intelligence blurs, machines will become more a part of human beings and the human experience.

AI assistants will alter user behavior and expectations from their Web experience, and ultimately, diminish users’ 
autonomy. This will prove to be a sea change from one-to-one interaction between human and device that we have 
known thus far. Families and other groups may rely on one AI assistant as the central hub of the group’s behavior, 

schedule and preferences. “Normal” human behavioral traits and expectations, such as personal and intimate 
privacy, will be challenged by the ever present eavesdropping of AI technology that interacts with—and knows —

everyone in its presence.

The convergence of technologies will generate a new round of consolidation: The “big five” tech 
companies are all in the early stages of a race to wean us off of the graphical interface, the open 

Web, and the app ecosystem, and train us to use their respective AI assistants as our primary 
portal to the internet.”15

The creators of AI interfaces will become powerful influencers of not just how we 
interact with machines, but also the slant of the information toward which the 

machines will be programmed to steer us. For example, which news channel will 
your AI interface, by default, send you to: CNN, BBC, RT or FNC?

The number of apps designed to leverage voice-activated AI such as 
Siri, Alexa and others, will explode in 2017, allowing a whole new 

threat vector to emerge. These new AI apps will gather ever more 
personal information on a vast number of users, providing new 

levels of convenience and an enhanced user experience. 
They may also pose unwanted risks, especially as regards 

access controls. New interface-based security risks 
will also accompany this app proliferation, allowing 

hackers to bypass existing security protection, 
leading to an increase in AI app-associated 

data breaches.

A New Level of Human and Technology Convergence
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AI AND THE RISE OF AUTONOMOUS 
MACHINE HACKING

Automated—and autonomous—hacking machines designed to rapidly seek out vulnerabilities and potential breaches 
in networks are here. The capabilities of AI cyber defense machines to search, surface, interpret and remediate attacks 
and potential breaches far outpaces human Security Operations (SecOps) teams’ abilities.

Widespread weaponization of autonomous hacking machines by threat actors will emerge in 2017, creating an arms 
race to build autonomous patching.

Self-directed hacking machines may be launched by rogue hackers or state actors to anonymize attacks, target 
and overwhelm rival national cyber defenses, or to trigger a response that may quickly evolve into geopolitical and 
economic crises (see Prediction 1: The Cyber Arms Race is the New Cold (or Hot?) War). Like nuclear weapons 
technology proliferation, weaponized autonomous hacking machines may greatly impact global stability by 
either preventing national defense protocols being engaged or by triggering them unnecessarily.

The Rise of Criminal Machines
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RANSOMWARE  
ESCALATION

The huge success of ransomware in 2015 and 2016 likely means that we can expect more of the same in 2017. In the 
first half of 2016 alone, one gang of ransomware hackers made an estimated $121 million dollars.16 There should be no 
expectation that ransomware will go away in 2017; as the saying goes, “Why mess with success?”

Why, indeed. The vast majority of organizations remain vulnerable to ransomware and, on average, 37% of the victims 
pay the ransom to re-obtain access to their critical data.17 The number of exploit kits containing ransomware more than 
doubled from March through July in 2016 alone.18

Unethical organizations may fill their need for technological innovation and development by hiring ransomware 
hackers to obtain specific information from competitors. At the same time, ransomware hackers may offer to sell 
ransomed critical data to the highest bidders while collecting ransom payments from their victims. Why collect just one 
paycheck when you can collect two, or perhaps many more, from the same hack?

In order to accomplish the above, hackers will have to alter their current playbook, morphing ransomware to include 
data exfiltration techniques, to better capitalize on every ransomware hack.

The Convergence of Hackers and Corporate Espionage
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ABANDONWARE  
VULNERABILITY

Video gamers are not the only ones using post “end-of-life” products. For over a decade, IT security professionals  
and other security researchers have relied upon out-of-date, unsupported legacy tools to reverse engineer programs 
for a variety of purposes.19 This trend shows no sign of reversing and is actually much more widespread than  
commonly known.

More than 75,000 users in the IT security field continue to use an abandoned or obscure software, unknowingly and 
unnecessarily putting themselves at risk.20 We expect to see more legacy, end-of-life abandonware vulnerabilities 
leading to data breaches. This will occur both in the consumer and commercial spaces and, to the consternation of IT 
professionals everywhere, in the cybersecurity space as well.

Automated updates may also become a cause of security complacency among millions of users, significantly 
raising the risks of data breach. Most operating systems, including Microsoft®, Linux® and Apple OS X® 
distributions, as well as mobile devices such as Apple and Android tablets and phones, have automated 
updates or similar mechanisms. Others, such as Adobe Acrobat®, Flash Player®, Google Chrome™ 
and Firefox® browsers have their own internal update mechanisms. But with millions of users 
becoming familiar with and overly reliant upon these auto-updates to maintain sufficient  
anti-breach security in an increasingly sophisticated threat landscape.21

Cybersecurity’s Achilles Heel?



CONCLUSION
Achieving Security in Interesting Times
We are living in exceptionally dynamic times. The security challenges resulting from the rapid convergence of the 
digital and physical worlds aren’t the only ones we will see, but we think they are certainly the most compelling. We 
believe that its progression will undoubtedly offer the world new advantages as well as some additional risks. Only by 
embracing the challenges we face in this new and emerging threat landscape can we develop solutions required to 
address them. 

Our most important prediction, however, is a self-fulfilling one: At Forcepoint, we will continue to lead the industry 
in developing innovative products and solutions to meet the security challenges ahead, protecting organizations 

from cyber threats, wherever they originate and however they may manifest, today, tomorrow and on into  
the future.
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